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2
The available shock-wavedata for solid .a quartz in the stishovite pressureregime are
reduced to a 25øC isotherm and an adiabat, centered at standard conditions,using recent
standard density, enthalpy, and coefficient of thermal expansion data. The calculated isothermal bulk modulus,3 Mb, as determined from the Bireh-Murnaghan equation, depends
critically on the value of (dK/dP)•, at zero pressure and to a yet unknown extent on the
form of the equation of state. The high-temperature value of Griineisen's ratio (0.8 to 0.0)
along the a quartz (stishovite regime) I-Iugoniot was obtained from the pressureoffsetsof
the fused quartz and porous quartz Hugoniot. The high value for 7 obtained from thermochemical data at standard conditions (1•5 q- 0.3) suggeststhat a marked decreasein the value
of 7 to 0.8 occurswith increasingtemperature.
INTRODUCTION

The reduction of the shock-wave(Hugoniot)
data

for

stishovite

to adiabats

and isotherms

dependscritically on the value of the thermo-

in the form of an empirical relation specifying
•, alongthe Hugoniot.
Sinceultrasonicand completethermochemical
data for stishovite are not yet available, we
assume a two-parameter (Bireh-Murnaghan)
pressure-densitycurve for the raw Hugoniot,

dynamic Griineisenparameter•, and its variation with volume and perhaps temperature, as
25øC isotherm and adiabat centered at standard
well as the analytic form of the assumedequation of state. In earlier analyses [McQueen conditions.We note that for solids, such as
curves
e• al., 1963; Anderson and Kanamori, 1968; stishovite,for which the pressure-density
Ahrenset al., 1969], a temperature-independent of interestremainin the regimebelowor pass
• (i.e. Mie-Griineisenassumption)anda volume- through the Debye temperature (~1100øK),
dependent•, specifiedonly by the longitudinal the validity of the Mie-Griineisenassumption
may be alsobe questioned.Thomsenand Andervibrational contribution to the lattice anharmonicity, have been assumed.Determinationsof son [1969] have recently demonstratedthat the
• that take no account of the acoustic shear
or optic lattice modesmay be in seriouserror

[Anderson,1968]. The considerationof only
longitudinal acoustic vibrations may also be
in error in somecases,such as for stishovite,
where the Hugoniot data extend from temperatures below to temperatures above the
Debye temperature.
In the present analysis we employ only

isothermalBirch-Murnaghanequationand the
Mie-Griineisenassumptionare not consistent
with lattice dynamicsin the anharmonie
hightemperature approximation. To the extent that

the high-temperaturedata for a. quartz and
fused quartz have been fitted to pressuredensitycurvesof the Birch-Murnaghanform,
and y is assumedto be a functionof only
volumeat high temperature,the presentanaly-

The degree
thermodynamicvalues of the Griineisenpa- sissuffersfrom this inconsistency.
to
which
the
use
of
the
Birch-Murnaghan
form
rameter,determinedat zero and high pressure,
affectsthe presentresults,particularlyin determining the higher-orderparameter such as
(dKT/dP)r, is not clearlyunderstood.
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Shock-waveequation-of-statedata for stisho-

rite were first obtained (inadvertently) by
Wackerle [1962] in his study of a quartz and
fusedquartz.Usingthe valueof 4.35 g/cm3 for
the zero-pressure
densityof stishovitereported
by Stishov and Popova [1961] and the shock
data for Si02 above 400 kb, McQueen et al.
[1963] estimatedthe quartz to stishovitetrans-

EQUATION OF STATE, STISHOVITE

formationenergy(1.5 X 10•øergs/g), Griineisen
ratio (0.9), and zero-pressure
bulk soundspeed
(10 km/sec).
Sincethe study of McQueenet al. [1963],

Chaoet al. [1962] obtaineda refinedvalueof
stishovitedensity,4.287 g/cm8, by means of
X-ray diffractionstudy of natural polycrystalline stishovite. New shock data for stishovite

have also been obtained by Al'tshuler et al.
[1965] in the form of three new Itugoniot
pointsextendingto nearly2 Mb. Itugoniotdata
for a porousaggregateof quartz (sandstone)
Jonese• al. [1968], and new data obtainedfor
fused quartz by It. Shipman (private com-

munication,1969) and by McQueenand his
associates[McQueen, 1968] have also become
available.In addition, the enthalpy and heat
capacityhavebeendetermined
by Holm e• al.
[1967], and the thermalexpansion
by J. S.
Weaver (privatecommunication,
1969).It has
now becomepossibleto calculatethe thermodynamicGriineisen
parameterat hightemperature and highpressure
andto analyzethe highpressureshock-wave
for a quartzwith fewer
assumptions
than in previoustreatments.
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pressurep• and zero-pressure,
and Ko• and K'o,
are the zero-pressurebulk modulusand (OKo•/
Op)• along the raw Hugoniot, the adiabat centered at standard conditions,or the 25øC isotherm. The subscriptn indicateseither the raw
Hugoniot, n = h, and adiabat n -- a, or the
25øC isotherm,n = t. The parameter (OK'o•/
OP)• or K"o• is negative and is fixed by the
form of equation 1. The shock-waveand auxiliary thermodynamicdata are usedto calculate
the parametersKo• and K• (Table 1) from the
empirically determined dependenceof 7 along
the Hugoniot. The value of these parameters
will depend on the fact that we have chosena
pressure-volumecurve of the Birch-Murnaghan
form. Recently, L. Thomsen (unpublisheddata,
1969) has derived a high-temperature fourthorder equation of state in which the volume
dependenceof the Griineisen parameter and
K"o• are self-consistentlyrelated. The application of the present data to Thomsen's fourthorder equation centered at an appropriate high
temperature remains to be carried out.
The data of Wackerle [1962] in the range
414 to 725 kb and those of Al'tshuler

et al.

[1965] at pressuresof 595, 887, and 1974 kb

ANALYSIS

are combined.We note that in Al'tshuler et al.,
As discussed
above, the raw Hugoniot data Table 1, the density for the data point at 887
for shocked
quartzabove400kb are represented kb is listed as being 4.695 g/cm8. The measured
in analyticform by the Birch-Murnaghanequa- shock-wave parameters indicated in the table,
when combined with the Rankine-Hugoniot
tion of the form
equationsgive a high-pressuredensity of 4.904

p. = •Ko.[(p/po)•/s
-- (P/Po)
•/s]

g/cm8. This value was assumedsinceit is self-

ß{1 -- 3(1 -- K'o./4)[(p/po)
•/a -- 1]} (1)
where p• is pressure,p and po are density at

consistent with the other data.

By taking specificvolume, v -- l/p, as the
independentvariable and p•, the pressurealong

TABLE 1. Equation-of-StateParametersfor Stishovite

Solution
•o
1
2

3
4
5

1.875
1.875
1.780
1.580
1.58

Co, Koo,
IdKøøl
['•-P
Jo

A km/seekb
10
8
8
8
6

8.47
8.21

8.32
8.55
8.37

.........

3075
2890
2969
3135
3000

7.67
7.82
7.59
7.14
6.86

4272 b

4.66 c

3043
2858
2940
3102
2977

7.98
8.08

--0.85
--0.74

18.7
19.9

7.82

--0.70

18.4

7.32
7.02

--0.61
--0.50

15.5
16.2

. ...........

Calculatedfrom •oC•,po/Koo.

Apparentzero-pressure
bulkmodulusalonga quartzHugoniot(K0h)for apparentdensityof 4.26g/cm3.
(dKo•,/dp)•.
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TABLE

2. Birch-Murn•gh•n P•r•meters,
Isotherm Stishovite from X-ray

Kot,a mb

Kot,bmb

25øC

AND DAVIES

sincethe temperatureeffect on y is not clearly
understood:

=

(dKot/dP)r

(4)

where A is an adjustableparameter. It should
3.23
3.31
3.40
3.49
3.54
3.59

q- 0.1

2.62
2.69
2.76
2.83
2.87
2.92

q- 0.3

8.0

be pointedout that it is not dear whetherthe

6.0
4.0

variation
in y along
theHugoniot
specified
by

2.0

equation4 is consistent
with the Bireh-Murnag-

1.0

han equation and the Mie-Griineisen assump-

0.0

tion at high temperature.

Because of the relatively high Debye temperature of stishovite, y may depend more
strongly on temperature than on volume along
the Hugoniot. In order to evaluateA, the data
for porous and fused quartz are employedto
the Hugoniot, as the dependentvariable, the provide an independentdeterminationof y at
pressurep• alongthe stishoviteadiabatcentered high pressure. This is discussedin the next
at standard conditions, is calculated from section.
Ahrens et al. [1969]:
The pressure pt along the 25ø isotherm is
• Liu et al. [1969].
• Basserrand Barnett [1969].

- 0 = -

obtained at a series of volumes by eliminating
the temperature along the adiabat T• between
the following equations:

fvv
os

+

(v/,) dp + ZXe•

(2)

= 28

where Voqis the initial volume of quartz, 0.3776
cm3/g, Vo8is the initial volume of stishovite,

pt = p• --

0.2333em•/g,y is the thermodynamic
Griineisen
ratio

= (Op/Oe)=
and Aet• is the internal energy of transformation for the reaction quartz -• stishoviteunder
standardconditions,0.821 X 10•øergs/g [Holm
et al., 1067]. The variation of y along the
Hugoniot at temperatures between 25øC isotherm and the Hugoniot is given empirically
by equation 4. Here a, K•, and % have their
usual meaning.The Griineisenratio under standard conditionswas obtainedby calculatingKo•
by integrating equation 2 and applying equation3 wherea:
(15--+ 2) X 10-• OK-• (j.S.
Weaver, personal communication, 1969) and
c, = 0.7151 erg/g øK [Holm et al., 1967]. On
the other hand, if we use the zero-pressureisothermal

bulk

moduli

of 2.8

and

3.4

Mb

as

measured respectively by Basseft and Barnett
[1960] and Liu et al. [1969] (see Table 2), we
obtain a zero-pressureGriineisenratio of 1.37 --+
0.18 and 1.66 ---+0.19. Although y is a function
of temperature and pressure,an empirical functional form for relating y and volumewas used

(5)

(yc• dT/v)•

(O)

where Cvis the specificheat at constantvolme.
The dependenceof c• on temperature and volume is assumedto be that of • Debye solid.
The Debye temperature 0o• at standard conditions, 1142øK, is calculated from the empirical
relation for oxides proposed by Anderson
[1965]:

0o• = 164po
•/a

(7)

When thermal expansionversus temperature
data for stishovitebecomeavailable,it will be
possibleto calculatec• from c• versustemperature relation and fit the resulting curve to the
Debye formula.
The relation of the high-pressure Hugoniot

curve

to the

calculated

adiabat

and

25 ø

isothem is shown in Figure 1, and equationof-state parameters for stishoviteobtained from
the reduction of the shock-wavedata using a
range of valuesof yoand A (consistentwith the
data for a and y) are given in Table 1. It is
seenthat the value for yostronglyinfluencesthe
value of A, where• it affectsthe vahe for Ko
in • lesserdegree.Among the five se• of pa-
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rameters computed,the parametersin solution
5 are preferred.Although (07/0T)• is probably
nonzero in the vicinity of room temperature, it
is interesting that the values for (0Ko,/0P)•
and (OKo,/OT)• calculated for stishovite are
quite close to those measured by Manghnani
[1969] and Chung and Simmons [1969] for
rutile (Table 3), which is isostructuraland has
nearly the same density as stishovite. Basserr
and Barnett [1969] and Liu el al. [1969] have
determined the Ko, values for stishovite by
fitting their pressure-volumedata obtained by
X-ray diffraction to the Birch-Murnaghan equation, equation 1. Their value for K'o, [ = (OK,/

0P)•[,=o] wasset at 4. However,we have observed that the value for Ko, thus calculated

dependson the choiceof the value for K'o,, as
shown in Table 2. If the value for K'o, is chosen
to be 7 (solution 5), the Ko, values obtained
2000
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TABLE 3. Comparison of Elastic and Thermodynamic Data for Stishovite and Rutile
SiO• (Stishovite)

TiO• (Rutile)

o0. g/cm 3
Cp,ergs/g
a, øK-•
K0o, kb
(dKo•/dP)y
(dKo•/dT)v,
kb/øK

4.287
0.715 X 10TM
15.0 4- 2.0 X 10-6d
3000 e 3370 s
7e 5s

4.250 • 4.260 b
0.7125 X 107
22.75 X 10-6
2155• 2158 b
6.4•
6.76•

-0.5

--0.41 •

•0

1.58 • q- 0.35

1.62

"Single-crystal value.
• Crystal measuredby Manghnani [1969].
• Holm et al. [1967].

d Determined by Weaver (1969, private communication) by means of the X-ray diffraction
method in a temperature range of 8øC to 800øC
using synthetic stishovite.
ß Analysis of shock data, a quartz.
• Birch-Murnaghan fit of the X-ray data of
Liuet al. [1969].
• Polycrystalline value, Chung and Simmons
[1969].

h Preferred value, see Table 1. The uncertainty
is based on the uncertainty in a and that in K0.•,
3 4- 0.3 Mb, which includes the values obtained
by Basserrand Barnett [1969] and Liuet al. [1969].

HUGONIOT,
1800

o Wockerle (1962)
ß Altshuler et o1,(1965)
HUGONIOT
FUSED

1600

from the X-ray diffraction data are consistent

1400

with the Ko, value in the solution 5 of this

ADIABAT
VITE

1200

COCONINO

The use of equation 4, with appropriate parameters for 70 and A to describethe volume
or temperature dependenceof the Griineisen
ratio along the Hugoniot, rather than the
Dugdale-MacDonaldrelation, has the effect of
reducing the zero-pressurebulk modulus from
3.6 Mb given by Ahrens et al. [1969] to ~3.0
Mb and increasing(OK•/OP)• from ~3 to ~7.

SANDSTONE

We note also that the new values for both the
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200
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o
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& Bornelf
54
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Griineisen ratio and the zero-pressure density
of stishoviteresultsin the lowering of the calculated zero-pressurebulk sound speed from
the 10 km/sec value of McQueen et al. [1963]
to 8.4 -- 0.2 km/sec for the shockdata or 8.4 ñ
0.6 km/sec from high pressureX-ray data.

Density, g/cm a

Fig. 1. Pressure-density Hugoniot curves for
solid and porous (sandstone) a quartz and fused
quartz in the stishovite regime. Calculated adiabat
centered at standard conditions and 25øC isotherm

for stishovite are calculated from solid a quartz
data. Isothermal X-ray data for stishovite compares closely with calculated 25øC isotherm.

GRUNEISEN'S

RATIO AT I-IIGI-I PRESSURE

With the availability of high-pressureHugoniot data in the stishovite regime for porous
aggregatesof quartz (actually Coconinosandstone) obtained by Jones et al. [1968], it is
possibleto apply the thermodynamic definition
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4.
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Grfineisen's Ratio for Stishovite from Porous Quartz and Fused Quartz Data

1. Sandstones and • Quartz Data 2. Fused Quartz b and • Quartz Data 3. FusedQuartz cand Sandstone
p, g/cm 8

•

4.583
4.594
4.659
4.818
4.648 d

0.96
0.97
0.99
0.86
1.23

4.65
4.82

1.49
1.40

ß
e

p, g/cm 8
4.637
4.671
4. 881
4.969
4.68 f

•/
0.87
1.08
0.66
0.98
0.88 f

p, g/cm s

•/

4.583
4.594
4.659
4.818

1.01
1.03
1.03
0.69

4. 648

1.32

Initial density, 1.98 g/cm 8 [Joneset al., 1968].
Initial density, 2.195 g/cm s (H. Shipman, private communication,1969).
Data of Shipman and Wackerle[1962]are combined.
Hugoniot point in regionwhere pressureis double-valuedfunction of density.
Limiting values obtained for point at which Hugoniot curve achievesmaximum density.
Average of 24 points calculatedfrom data of McQueen [1968].

of Griineisen'sratio (equation 3) to obtain an
independent determination of • at high pressure. The I/ugoniot data for Coconino sandstone,which has an initial densityof 1.98 g/cm8,
are also shownin Figure 1. For a given density
these data indicate a higher pressurethan the
data for stishovite obtained by shocking a
quartz. This resultsbecauseof the greater thermal pressureaccompanyingcompression
for the
distended (26% porosity) state. In order to
calculateGriinei'sen'sratio, the internal energies
and pressuresat a given density are differenced

mated by assumingit to be comparableto the
energy required to isothermally collapse the
pore structure of sandstone.Assuminga pressure of the order of 50 to 100 kb is required

[Stephensand Lilley, 1968], a compacti9n

energy of ,• 6 X 109 ergs/g is obtained. The
surface energy for quartz grains of •0.5-mm
diameter, is ,•10' ergs/g [Brace and Walsh,
1962]. The energiesare both small compared
with the shock energies associatedwith the
densitiesgiven in Table 4.
3. For the high-temperaturestateslying beto form the ratio
tween the quartz and sandstoneItugoniots,
Griineisen'sratio is only a function of volume
=
(S) (or density). This impliesthat the finite differwhere the subscriptsss and q denote sandstone enceof equation8 is mathematicallyequivalent
and quartz. The assumptionsimplied by equa- to the derivative in equation 3. A critical test
tion 8 are:
of this assumptionwould be to compare the
apparent Griineisen's ratios obtained from
1. The standstoneis pure quartz. The anal- Itugoniot data for the same compoundwith
ysis of Joneset al. [1968] indicates97% quartz
different initial densities. As shown in Table 4,
and 3% feldspar,with a trace of heavy minerals. the values of • calculated from the Itugoniot
Becauseof the similarity of quartz and feldspar data for solid and fused quartz and sandstone
in density and Si-O coordinationin both the
(excludingthe region of double-valueddensity
low- and high-pressurephase (hollanditestruc- versus pressure) are essentially in agreement
ture in the caseof feldspar, [Ringwood et al., with each other. This observationsupports,the
1967], the effect of the feldspar impurities assumptionabove.
should be small.

2. The energyrequired to reducethe porosity of sandstoneto zeroupon shockcompression,
plus the surfaceenergy of the quartz grains, is
negligibleas comparedwith the shockenergy.
The compactionenergy can be roughly esti-

The values of Griineisen's ratio obtained from

each of the high-pressuredata pointsfor sandstone are given in Figure 2 and Table 4. The
first four data points give Griineisenratios in
the density range 4.6 to 4.8 g/cm8 as 0.94 ñ
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0.08. As can be seen from Figure 1, the single where e•, the energyalongthe adiabat of stishopoint at p -- 4.648 g/cm• is associatedwith a rite, relative to a quartz at standardconditions,
higher pressurethan the points at densitiesof is given by
4.659 and 4.818 g/cm3. If these data are taken
at their face value, the pressurealongthe Hugo- ea = I
Padv+ Ae• = e.•+ Ae,• (11)
niot curve for sandstoneappears to becomea
double-valuedfunction of density above a pres- Equation 10 then yields
sure of approximately I Mb [Kormer ei al.,
1962]. The maximum density achieved along
W(op•/ov)n=-•-2[(ross//v)
I 1]-1
(12)
the Itugoniot of a substancemay be used to
provided that
obtain yet another determinationof the Griineisen's ratio at high pressure.For this purpose
+
the Mie-Griineisen equation is written in the
os

form'

Ph -- P• -- ('/v)(eh -- e•)

(9)

where the different pressuresand energiesalong
two pressure-volume(or density) curves,in this
casethe I-Iugoniot and adiabat, are related by
the thermodynamic Griineisen ratio. At the
point at which a maximum in the density (or
minimum in the volume) occurs (0P•/0p) • -co or (•p•/3v)• -- --•. Substituting e,, for e•
from e,• -- p• (vo,, -- v)/2 and differentiating
results in

-

proaches+ c• as 4.65 to 4.82 g/cm3, equation
12 yields upon substitutionof these densities
the values of Griineisen's ratio in the range of
1.49 to 1.40. We note that the values for 7 at
these densitiesare nearly 1.5 times as great as

thosecalculatedby equation8. Sincethe sandstone I-Iugoniotrepresentsfar higher temperature conditionsfrom those for fused quartz and

solid quartz, the Griineisen ratios calculated
from equation 12 may represent the thermodynamicpropertiesof the liquid.
The method outlined by McQueen et al.
[1963] is also used to calculate the Gr•ineisen

(Opn/Ov)n
= {[(Opa/OP)h
-- (esq- Aetr)

ß

ß
o
Estimatingthe densityinterval in which the
slope of the pressure-densityI-Iugoniot ap-

- .)

ratio

of stishovite

from

the recent shock data

for fused quartz (Table 4). As can be seen in

Figure 2, the value of • of 0.9 obtained by

I

)..

-'F

I

I

THERMODYNAMIC

I

McQueen et al. [1963] is quite compatiblewith
the present results but only at high pressure.
The curve • -- 1.58 (po/p)• shownin Figure 2
correspondsto solution5 of Table 1.

1..........
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